Year 1 Maths Vocabulary Lists
Place Value and
Number
dinnertime,
playtime, today,
yesterday,
tomorrow, before,
after, next, last,
quickest, fastest,
slowest clock,
once, first, second,
third, estimate, too
many, too few,
length, height,
longer, longest,
shorter, shortest,
taller, tallest,
higher, highest
,money, coin,
penny, pence,
pound, price, cost,
buy, sell, spend,
spent, pay, change,
how much? How
many? Total

Addition &
Subtraction
Number
bonds,
inverse, near
doubles,
difference
between.
How many
fewer
is…than…?
How much
less is?

Multiplication &
Division
Once, twice,
three times, five
times, count in
tens (forwards
from/
backwards
from), how
many times?
Lots of, groups
of, multiple of,
times, multiply,
multiply by
repeated
addition, a
Array, row,
column, group
in twos, threes,
etc divided by,
left, left over

Measures

Geometry

Shape

Fractions

Midnight, now, soon, early,
late, quick, quicker, quickly,
fast, slow, slower, old, older,
oldest, new, newer, newest,
takes longer, takes less time,
hour, o’clock, half past,
watch, hands How long ago?
How long will it be to…? How
long will it take to…? How
often? Always, never, often,
sometimes, usually, once,
twice… first, second, third,
etc Close to, about the same
as, just over, just under,
enough, not enough, width,
depth, long, short, tall, high
Low, wide, narrow, deep,
shallow, thick, thin, far, near,
close, metre, ruler, metre
stick, costs more, costs less,
dear(er), cheaper, costs the
same as

Position,
around,
opposite,
apart,
between,
edge, centre,
corner,
direction,
journey, left,
right, across,
near, along,
to, from,
movement,
whole turn,
half turn,
stretch, bend

Group,
hollow,
point,
pointed,
edge

Equal
parts,
four
equal
parts,
two
halves, a
quarter,
two
quarters

General Problem-Solving Vocabulary:
Place, fit, arrange, rearrange, change, change over, split, separate, carry on, continue, repeat, choose, collect, record, trace, copy,
complete, finish, end, fill in, shade, colour, cross, draw, draw a line between, join (up), arrow, answer, check, same number(s),
different number(s), missing number(s), number facts, abacus, rods, best way, another way, not every, each

